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Abstract: The SU(3) spin model with chemical potential corresponds to a simplified
version of QCD with static quarks in the strong coupling regime. It has been studied
previously as a testing ground for new methods aiming to overcome the sign problem of
lattice QCD. In this work we show that the equation of state and the phase structure of
the model can be determined to reasonable accuracy by a linked cluster expansion. In
particular, we compute the free energy to 14-th order in the nearest neighbour coupling.
The resulting predictions for the equation of state and the location of the critical end
point agree with numerical determinations to O(1%) and O(10%), respectively. While the
accuracy for the critical couplings is still limited at the current series depth, the approach
is equally applicable at zero and non-zero chemical potential, as well as to effective QCD
Hamiltonians obtained by strong coupling and hopping expansions.
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1 Introduction
Despite growing demand from various fields of physics, the details of the QCD phase
diagram as a function of temperature T and baryon chemical potential µB remain unknown
to date. This is because of a severe sign problem due to the complex fermion determinant
for µB 6= 0, which prohibits straightforward Monte Carlo simulations of lattice QCD (for
introductions, see, e.g., [1, 2]). Controlled results only exist by indirect methods for the
low density region µB<∼3T , where no sign of criticality is observed [3, 4].
This has motivated the search for alternative formulations and algorithms to solve
this problem. While there is a vast literature on the general subject of sign problems,
all approaches devised so far work for limited classes of Hamiltonians, which do not (yet)
include QCD. The purpose of the present paper is to test series expansion techniques,
generically known as “high temperature” expansions in the condensed matter literature,
against the known numerical results for the SU(3) spin model.
The SU(3) spin model with chemical potential is a system often used in the literature
to test new methods aiming at the QCD sign problem. It corresponds to QCD with a
simplified determinant for static quarks near the strong coupling limit. It features a local
SU(3) symmetry whose center Z(3) spontaneously breaks at some critical coupling, as well
as a sign problem at µ 6= 0. The model was reformulated free of a sign problem in terms
of a flux representation [5], allowing for simulations [6] by means of a worm algorithm.
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Likewise, simulations using a complex Langevin algorithm have been successful [7–9]. The
phase structure of the SU(3) spin model is therefore known at zero and finite chemical
potential with good precision.
Being analytic in nature, series expansion techniques are insensitive to sign prob-
lems and in principle applicable to any Hamiltonian resembling a spin model. This is of
particular relevance to finite density QCD, where combined strong coupling and hopping
expansions produce effective Polyakov loop actions which closely resemble the model con-
sidered here [10–13]. If such series expansions can be pushed to sufficiently high orders for
a required accuracy, the extension to µB 6= 0 poses no fundamentally new problem. In this
work we demonstrate that for the SU(3) spin model the equation of state as well as the
phase diagram can be determined to satisfactory accuracy with a reasonable effort.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the spin model as well as
the observables which we use to characterise its phase diagram. In section 3 we briefly
summarise the main features of the linked cluster expansion and apply it to the spin model
at hand. From the resulting power series, we then extract the equation of state and compare
with Monte Carlo results at zero density. We discuss how to extract the phase structure
and its critical features by means of series analyses in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes
with a discussion of the prospects of this approach for effective theories of QCD.
2 The SU(3) spin model
We consider the action
S = −
∑
x
( 3∑
k=1
τ
[
L(x)L∗(x+ kˆ) + L∗(x)L(x+ kˆ)
]
+ κ
[
eµL(x) + e−µL∗(x)
] )
, (2.1)
with x denoting the sites of a three-dimensional cubic lattice with kˆ the unit vectors in
the three directions. The fields L(x) = TrW (x) are complex scalar variables, resulting
by taking the trace of the SU(3)-matrices W (x). The analogy to other spin models is
emphasised by defining
η = κeµ, η¯ = κe−µ . (2.2)
Then 〈L〉 plays the role of magnetisation and η, η¯ represent symmetry breaking external
fields. For η = η¯ = 0 the action is invariant under global transformations
L′ = zL, z ∈ Z(3) = {1, eipi3 , ei 2pi3 } , (2.3)
with Z(3) the center of SU(3). When the model is viewed as an effective theory for lattice
QCD, the W (x) are temporal Wilson lines representing the colour propagation of static
quarks, the nearest neighbour coupling τ is related to temperature and the gauge coupling,
while κ parametrises the quark mass. For our analytic calculations, the lattice can be
considered infinitely large. The corresponding grand-canonical partition function is given
by the functional integral
Z(τ, κ, µ) =
∫
DW e−S[W ] . (2.4)
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It is obvious that for µ = 0 the action is real. The partition function then is straightforward
to simulate by standard Metropolis methods, which we will use as a benchmark for our series
expansions. In this case we work with finite volumes and periodic boundary conditions in
all directions. For µ 6= 0, the action is complex and the simulations exhibit a sign problem.
The natural observable to compute by series expansion is the free energy density
f = − log(Z)
V
, (2.5)
from which all other thermodynamic quantities can be derived. For comparison with Monte
Carlo simulations, which cannot evaluate the free energy directly, we study the combination
of first derivatives
∆S = −∂f
∂τ
− ∂f
∂η
, (2.6)
which is related to the trace of the energy momentum tensor and in QCD is called inter-
action measure. In order to identify phase transitions, we look for maximal fluctuations in
the spin model analogues of the magnetic susceptibility and the specific heat, respectively,
χ = −∂
2f
∂η2
− ∂
2f
∂η¯2
− 2 ∂
2f
∂η∂η¯
, (2.7)
C = −∂
2f
∂τ2
. (2.8)
3 Linked cluster expansion
There are many expansions in physics that can be expressed in terms of linked clusters
(connected graphs). For an introduction to the general subject see [14], where the method
we are employing is also called the ‘free graph expansion’, a name which will become clear
later. One famous application of this expansion is to the φ4 theory [15], where it was
used to prove triviality [16]. Extensions to very high orders in this case can be found in
[17]. Following these references, we employ a so-called ‘vertex-renormalisation’1, where
the number of graphs one has to consider is decreased at the cost of increased algebraic
complexity. Further improvements can be achieved by an additional ‘bond-renormalisation’.
An impressive example of applying both renormalisation techniques is [18], where two-point
Green’s functions for a generalized 3D Ising model are obtained to 25th order on the bcc
lattice and to 23rd order on the sc lattice. Our application follows closely the review article
by Wortis [19], which gives a clear explanation of the method.
3.1 Graphs
In this section we review what is necessary to give a precise meaning to the involved
formulas. Our notation and definitions are based on a combination of those introduced in
[16, 18, 20, 21]. One complication we encounter is that, due to the particular form of the
interaction term in the spin model, we have to consider directed graphs. A directed graph
1Not to be confused with the renormalisation in quantum field theories to remove ultra-violet divergences
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consists of two finite sets, a set V (G) of vertices and a set D(G) of directed bonds together
with two mappings
i : D(G)→ V (G), (3.1)
t : D(G)→ V (G). (3.2)
In this way, each bond b ∈ D(G) is associated with the ordered pair (i(b), t(b)) of endpoints,
where i(b) is called the initial and t(b) is called the terminal point of b. The bond can be
visualised as an arrow with tail i(b) and head t(b). Two vertices, which are the endpoints
of the same bond, are adjacent to each other.
The in-degree nin(v) of a vertex is the number of directed bonds with t(b) = v and
the out-degree nout(v) is defined analogously. Their sum gives the degree of a vertex,
n(v) = nin(v) + nout(v).
Sometimes one distinguishes external/rooted vertices R(G) and internal vertices I(G),
V (G) = R(G) ∪ I(G). An r-rooted graph denotes a graph with r external vertices and we
will always assume that the external vertices have the labels 1, . . . , r.
On the level of graphs, the external and internal vertices differ in how they enter the
definition of a graph isomorphism. Two graphs G and G′ are considered isomorphic if there
exist two mappings
ϕ : V (G)→ V (G′), (3.3)
λ : D(G)→ D(G′), (3.4)
with the properties that
(a) ϕ and λ are bijective,
(b) ϕ(r) = r for all r ∈ R(G),
(c) i ◦ λ(b) = ϕ ◦ i(b) ∧ t ◦ λ(b) = ϕ ◦ t(b) for all b ∈ D(G).
From now on, whenever we define a set S of graphs, we always actually mean the quotient
set S/ ∼, where G ∼ G′ if they are isomorphic. The symmetry factor S(G) of a graph G
is the order of the automorphism group of G.
Two vertices v1 and v2 are called connected, if there is a sequence of adjacent vertices
w1, . . . , wn, with w1 = v1 and wn = v2. A graph is defined to be connected if its vertices
are pairwise connected.
We write G \ v for the deletion of the vertex v from the graph G. This means that
G \ v is obtained from G by removing v from V (G) and removing all bonds b from E(G)
with t(b) = v or i(b) = v. For a connected graph with external vertices, an articulation
point is a vertex v with the property that G \ v has a vertex which is not connected to a
root. In the case of a graph with no external vertices, an articulation point is a vertex v
such that G \ v is disconnected. A 1-irreducible graph is then a graph with no articulation
points.
Finally, a 1-insertion denotes a connected graph with one external vertex, where de-
leting the external vertex leaves the graph connected. In case of a 1-insertion we define
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1-irreducibility to mean that there is no articulation point except of the root (otherwise,
the 1-irreducible 1-insertions would only consist of one single vertex graph).
3.2 Unrenormalised expansion
We use the linked cluster expansion to determine the Taylor expansion of the free energy of
the spin model in τ around τ = 0 in terms of connected graphs. The general graphs which
enter this expansion are valid for many different theories, so one has to make a connection
between the graphs and the concrete theory. This is achieved by assigning weights W 0(G)
to the graphs. These weights are expressed in so-called bare semi-invariants, which are the
cumulant correlations of the theory without interactions.
In the case of the SU(3) spin model the bare semi-invariants M0n,m(η, η¯) with n,m ∈ N,
η = κ exp(µ) and η¯ = κ exp(−µ) can be obtained via
M0n,m(η, η¯) =
(
∂
∂η
)n ( ∂
∂η¯
)m
log
[∫
SU(3)
dW exp(ηL+ η¯L∗)
]
. (3.5)
It is useful to have an expansion of the logarithm in terms of η and η¯. To this end, consider
z(α, η, η¯) =
∫
SU(3)
dW exp[α(ηL+ η¯L∗)]. (3.6)
Using Faa` di Bruno’s formula one then obtains
log[z(α, η, η¯)] =
∞∑
n=1
n∑
k=1
(−1)k+1 (k − 1)!
n! Bn,k
(
∂z
∂a
∣∣∣∣
α=0
, . . . ,
∂n−k+1z
∂αn−k+1
∣∣∣∣∣
α=0
)
αn, (3.7)
where Bn,k denotes the partial Bell polynomial
Bn,k =
∑
j∈Nn−k+1
[
n−k+1∑
i=1
ji = k
] [
n−k+1∑
i=1
iji = n
]
n!
n−k+1∏
i=1
1
ji
(
xi
i!
)ji
. (3.8)
We use the notation that any logical statement in square brackets evaluates to 1 if it is
true and 0 otherwise. The derivatives of z can be computed via
∂pz
∂αp
∣∣∣∣
α=0
=
p∑
q=0
(
p
q
)
Iq,p−qηqη¯p−q (3.9)
with the SU(3)-integral
Iq,p−q =
∫
SU(3)
dWLqL∗(p−q), (3.10)
for which an explicit formula is given in [5].
For a directed graph G we can now define its weight W 0(G) to be
W 0(G) =
∏
v∈I(G)
M0nout(v),nin(v). (3.11)
So far, all definitions are independent of the underlying lattice of the theory. In the
linked cluster expansion, the information about the lattice is encoded in the free embedding
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numbers, also called free multiplicities. On a three-dimensional cubic lattice, the free
embedding number counts the number of ways to put a graph on Z3, with one vertex fixed
to the origin while for all others adjacent vertices have to correspond to nearest neighbours
on the lattice. For the free embedding number it is allowed to place two vertices on the
same lattice point, which makes its computation relatively easy in comparison to other
embedding numbers. To give a more formal definition, let XG,v denote the set of all
functions that map all vertices of the graph G to Z3 with x(v) = 0 for all x ∈ XG,v. Then
the free embedding number M(G) of a graph G is defined to be (with v ∈ V (G) chosen
arbitrarily)
M(G) =
∑
x∈XG,v
∏
b∈D(G)
[
d(x ◦ t(b), x ◦ i(b)) = 1
]
, (3.12)
where d denotes the lattice distance
d(x, y) =
3∑
µ=1
|xµ − yµ|. (3.13)
We are now able to write the expansion of the free energy density in terms of connected
graphs. Define G(i)c to be the set of all connected and directed graphs with i bonds and no
external vertices, then the free energy density evaluates to
− f = lim
V→∞
log(Z)
V
=
∞∑
i=0
τ i
∑
G∈G(i)c
M(G)W 0(G)
S(G) . (3.14)
To be a bit more explicit, we evaluate this formula to O(τ2) as an example. The involved
graphs, their symmetry and embedding numbers and their weights are listed in table 1.
Consequently, one has
−f = M00,0 + τ
(
6M01,0M00,1
)
+
τ2
(
3M02,0M00,2 + 3(M01,1)2 + 36M01,0M01,1M00,1+
18(M01,0)2M00,2 + 18(M00,1)2M02,0
)
.
(3.15)
The bare semi-invariants can then be evaluated according to the explanation at the begin-
ning of this section.
3.3 Vertex-renormalised expansion
The set G(i)c becomes large rather fast when i is increased. As mentioned above, here we
employ a method called vertex-renormalisation, which reduces the number of graphs one
has to consider.
To this end, we first define the self fields, which collect all possible ways to decorate a
vertex (note that the free embedding number factorises along articulation points). Denoting
by I(i)(n,m) all one-insertions with i edges and where the external vertex has out-degree n
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Graph S M W 0
1 1 M00,0
1 2d M01,0M00,1
2 2d M02,0M00,2
2 2d (M01,1)2
1 (2d)2 M01,0M01,1M00,1
2 (2d)2 (M01,0)2M00,2
2 (2d)2 (M00,1)2M02,0
Table 1. Graphs considered for the free energy up to O(τ2) with their symmetry numbers S,
embedding numbers M on a d-dimensional square lattice and weights.
and in-degree m, the self field Gn,m is defined to be (remember that W 0 was defined in a
way such that external vertices give no contribution)
Gn,m =
∞∑
i=n+m
τ i
∑
G∈I(i)(n,m)
M(G)W 0(G)
S(G) . (3.16)
This in turn can be used to establish the notion of renormalised semi-invariants
Mn,m = M0n,m +
∞∑
p=1
1
p!
∑
(l1,k1),...,(lk,kp)∈N2\(0,0)
 p∏
j=1
Glj ,kj
M0n+l1+...+lp,m+k1+...+kp
= exp
 ∑
(l,k)∈N2\(0,0)
Gl,k
(
∂
∂η
)l ( ∂
∂η¯
)kM0n,m.
(3.17)
Defining the renormalised weight W (G) of a graph in the obvious way, one can obtain the
free energy density via
− f = M0,0 + Φ−
∑
l,k∈N+
Gl,kMl,k (3.18)
where the so called Φ-functional
Φ =
∞∑
i=1
τ i
∑
G∈G(i)1
M(G)W (G)
S(G) (3.19)
contains sums over G(i)1 , the sets of all 1-irreducible graphs with no external vertices and i
edges. Those sets are much smaller than G(i)c .
At this point, however, nothing is gained yet, because in order to obtain the self fields
one still has to evaluate sums over all 1-insertions (also those which are not 1-irreducible)
in equation (3.16). Replacing all bare semi-invariants by their renormalised counter parts
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in this equation enables one to restrict the sums to 1-irreducible 1-insertions I(i)1,(n,m)
Gn,m =
∞∑
i=n+m
τ i
∑
G∈I(i)1,(n,m)
M(G)W (G)
S(G) . (3.20)
As a result, however, equations (3.17) and (3.20) are coupled equations. Therefore, the
following iterative strategy is used: suppose one wants to obtain the free energy to the order
∼ τnmax . Using equation (3.18) this necessitates the determination of the renormalised
semi-invariants Mn,m to order nmax − n−m. To leading order
Mn,m = M0n,m +O(τ), (3.21)
which enables the determination of G1,0 and G0,1 to order 1 in τ using equation (3.20).
These self fields can then be used to determine the renormalised semi-invariants to order
1, and in this way the procedure can be continued to the necessary order. In general,
having obtained all renormalised semi-invariants Mn,m to order p with (n + m) ≤ p, one
can determine the Gn,m to order p + 1 with (n + m) ≤ p + 1 and use those to obtain the
renormalised semi-invariants to order p+ 1.
We again illustrate the procedure by deriving the free energy to order O(τ2). At first,
we have to determine the renormalised semi-invariants Mn,m and the self-fields Gn,m to
O(τ2). Since the leading contribution of Gn,m is of O(τn+m) the relevant contributions
from equation (3.17) to the renormalised semi-invariants are
Mn,m =M0n,m+
G0,1M
0
n,m+1 +G1,0M0n+1,m+
G0,2M
0
n,m+2 +G2,0M0n+2,m+
(G1,1 +G0,1G1,0)M0n+1,m+1+
1
2G
2
0,1M
0
n,m+2 +
1
2G
2
1,0M
0
n+2,m.
(3.22)
Furthermore, the relevant 1-irreducible 1-insertions for the self-fields are shown in table 2
and therefore
G1,0 = 6τM0,1 (exact!), (3.23)
G1,1 = 6τ2M1,1 +O(τ3), (3.24)
G2,0 = 3τ2M0,2 +O(τ3). (3.25)
Note that we give the self fields Gn,m only for n ≥ m, because one has the symmetries
Mn,m(η, η¯) = Mm,n(η¯, η) and Gn,m(η, η¯) = Gm,n(η¯, η). To decouple equation (3.22) from
equations (3.23) to (3.25) we use the leading order expression for the renormalised semi-
invariants equation (3.21) and get from equation (3.23)
G1,0 = 6τM00,1 +O(τ2). (3.26)
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Graph S M W
1 2d M0,1
1 2d M1,0
2 2d M0,2
2 2d M2,0
1 2d M1,1
Table 2. Graphs considered for the self fields up to O(τ2) in the vertex-renormalised scheme.
External vertices are depicted as unfilled circles.
This in turn can be used in equation (3.22) to obtain
M0,0 = M00,0 + 12τM00,1M01,0 +O(τ2), (3.27)
M1,0 = M01,0 + 6τM00,1M02,0 + 6τM01,0M01,1 +O(τ2). (3.28)
Inserting these equations into equations (3.23) to (3.25) results in
G1,0 = 6τM00,1 + 36τ2M00,1M01,1 + 36τ2M01,0M00,2 +O(τ3), (3.29)
G1,1 = 6τ2M01,1 +O(τ3), (3.30)
G2,0 = 3τ2M00,2 +O(τ3), (3.31)
which, finally, can be used together with equation (3.22) to determine
M0,0 =M00,0 + 12τM00,1M01,0+ (3.32)
6τ2
(
M00,2M
0
2,0 + (M01,1)2 + 9M00,2(M01,0)2 + (M01,0)2M02,0 +M00,1M01,0M01,1
)
. (3.33)
Next one determines the Φ-functional from equation (3.19). The relevant graphs are
graphs 2 to 4 in table 1, however with the bare semi-invariants replaced by their renorm-
alised counterparts for the weights:
Φ = 6τM0,1M1,0 + 3τ2
(
M0,2M2,0 +M21,1
)
. (3.34)
Inserting the expressions for the renormalised semi-invariants and the self-fields in terms
of the bare semi-invariants which were derived above into equation (3.18) then results in
the same expression that was obtained in equation (3.15).
While at this point it might seem that the renormalised procedure introduces unne-
cessary complications, we remark that for higher orders a significant reduction of graphs
is achieved.
3.4 Notes about implementation
The sum over the li and ki in equation (3.17) contains several terms which are equal. For
an efficient evaluation of the sum, it should be written in such way that it does not contain
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n an(κ = 0.016, µ = 0) an(κ = 0.005, µ = 1.53)
0 2.5736524× 10−4 2.7052164× 10−5
1 1.5606716× 10−3 1.8693971× 10−4
2 3.0102733 3.0014059
3 1.0669117 1.0105599
4 2.2956382× 101 2.2581260× 101
5 3.6334683× 101 3.3868779× 101
6 3.5390482× 102 3.3727542× 102
7 1.1201151× 103 1.0086932× 103
8 8.0957880× 103 7.3384124× 103
9 3.6577000× 104 3.1440809× 104
10 2.3886115× 105 2.0373416× 105
11 1.2968389× 106 1.0566197× 106
12 8.2969242× 106 6.6453550× 106
13 4.9682475× 107 3.8315611× 107
14 3.2081191× 108 2.4228700× 108
Table 3. Coefficients of the free energy (3.38) for specific values of κ and µ. The an have been
determined through O(κ60).
redundancies. To this end, we introduce the following order-relation on multi-indices of
Nk: for n,m ∈ Nk one has
n = m⇔(n1 = m1, . . . , nk = mk), (3.35)
n > m⇔(|n| > |m|)
∨ (|n| = |m| ∧ U = {i|ni 6= mi} 6= ∅ ∧ ni > mi for i = min(U)) .
(3.36)
Then, for n ∈ N2 one can rewrite equation (3.17) as
Mn = M0n +
∞∑
p=1
1
p!
∑
l1≥...≥lp>(0,0)
m(l1, . . . , lp)
 p∏
j=1
Glj
M0n+l1+...+lp , (3.37)
where the combinatorial factor m(l1, . . . , lp) counts the number of unique permutations of
its arguments.
For graph isomorphism checking and symmetry numbers we used the graph procedures
provided by McKay’s nauty [22]. The embedding numbers were computed in Mathematica
using the algorithm described in [16]. The computation of the graph weights and the vertex-
renormalisation were also done in Mathematica, among other things because it implements
multi precision arithmetic via the GMP [23] in a convenient way.
3.5 The equation of state
Using these tools, we derived the free energy through O(τ14) and, in order to keep the size
of the expressions under control, all products of bare semi-invariants were expanded and
– 10 –
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Figure 1. The interaction measure from the highest three orders of our expansion. Left: At zero
chemical potential, compared to Monte Carlo data. Right: At large chemical potential, where
standard Monte Carlo suffers from the sign problem. The critical τ is marked by the blue dashed
line and based on simulations of a dual flux representation [6].
truncated at O(κ60). While the corresponding expressions are too long to print here, for
purposes of reproducibility we give the numerical values of the coefficients in the τ -series,
− f(τ, κ, µ) =
14∑
n=0
an(κ, µ)τn , (3.38)
evaluated for two different choices of (κ, µ) in table 3.
The equation of state is often given in terms of the so-called interaction measure equa-
tion (2.6), since the latter can be straightforwardly determined in Monte Carlo simulations.
All thermodynamic functions can be computed from it by integration or differentiation.
Our series results to the three highest orders are shown in figure 1, where good convergence
is observed. At vanishing chemical potential (left), we compare our series directly to Monte
Carlo data. We find excellent quantitative agreement up to the immediate neighbourhood
of the phase transition, which a finite polynomial can only indicate by loss of convergence.
On the right we show results for a large chemical potential, which poses no fundamental
problem for a series expansion method, whereas standard Monte Carlo simulations are no
longer possible because of the sign problem.
3.6 Resummation by Pade´ approximants
Finite series generally break down in the vicinity of phase transitions. A marked improve-
ment in convergence properties can often be obtained by infinite-order resummations, like
mappings of the expansion variables, use of renormalisation group techniques or approx-
imation by rational functions. For a general review and introduction, see [24]. Here we
model a function f(x), known only as finite power series,
f(x) =
N∑
n=0
cnx
n +O(xN+1) , (3.39)
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by Pade´ approximants defined as rational functions,
[L,M ](x) ≡ a0 + a1x+ . . .+ aLx
L
1 + b1x+ . . .+ bMxM
. (3.40)
The coefficients ai, bi are uniquely determined for L+M ≤ N , if N represents the highest
available order of the expansion. In this way the [L,M ] approximant reproduces the known
series up to and including O(xL+M ), where larger approximants represent more expansion
coefficients than smaller ones. As rational functions, Pade´ approximants are able to show
singular behaviour and scaling properties near phase transitions. Quite generally, diagonal
approximants with L = M are expected to show the best convergence properties, since
they are invariant under Euler transformations of the expansion variable [24], i.e., the
full function does not change under resummations of the power series caused by such
transformations.
In figure 1 we show the [6, 6] approximant to the O(τ12) series of ∆S. The phase
transition is now announced by a singularity in the approximant, and the equation of state
is quantitatively accurate up to the transition.
4 The phase transition
In the previous section we have seen that the linked cluster expansion gives excellent results
for the equation of state in the symmetric phase of the SU(3) spin model at zero as well as
finite chemical potential. In this section we explore various methods to extract information
about the location and order of the phase transition. Our preferred observable to locate
phase transitions is the susceptibility, equation (2.7), which we know in the form of a power
series through O(τ14) and O(κ58),
χ(τ, η, η¯) =
14∑
n=0
cn(η, η¯) τn ⇔ χ(τ, κ, µ) =
14∑
n=0
cn(κ, µ) τn . (4.1)
Because of its definition through τ -derivatives, the series for the specific heat, equa-
tion (2.8), is by two orders shorter and, moreover, not related to the order parameter.
We observe it to generally exhibit poorer convergence near the transition.
4.1 Radius of convergence from the ratio test and Pade´ approximants
When a function with a given domain of analyticity in its complex argument is expanded
in a power series, the radius of convergence is given by the distance between the expansion
point and the nearest singularity. If this singularity is on the real positive axis, it signals
a phase transition. There are various estimators for the radius of convergence, which are
appropriate for different circumstances. The simplest and most well-known is the ratio test
of consecutive coefficients of a series, which is expected to converge whenever coefficients
have either the same or alternating signs. The radius of convergence is then obtained by
extrapolation,
r = lim
n→∞ rn , rn =
∣∣∣ cn
cn+1
∣∣∣ . (4.2)
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Figure 2. Ratio test applied to the series (4.1) at µ = 0 for κ = 0.016 (left) and κ = 0.08 (right).
Orange points are included in the fit.
Specifically, when there is a singularity on the positive real axis all coefficients are positive
for sufficiently large n, and if there are no competing singularities then for large n one
expects the scaling [24]
r−1n =
1
r
[
1 + λ
n
+O
( 1
n2
)]
, (4.3)
which suggests a linear extrapolation to determine the radius of convergence. (For suffi-
ciently long series and second-order transitions, λ is related to a critical exponent. Here
we merely treat it as a fit parameter.) We indeed observe a linear trend for the higher
ratios for many points in the parameter space, but with a superimposed oscillatory beha-
viour. This is familiar from Ising models on loose-packed lattices (in that case due to an
antiferromagnetic singularity) and can be reduced by using the shifted ratios [25]
r−1n =
√∣∣∣∣ cncn−2
∣∣∣∣ = 1r
[
1 + λ
n
+O
( 1
n2
)]
. (4.4)
Figure 2 shows the shifted estimators r−1n plotted vs. n−1 for two values of κ and µ = 0.
As is apparent in the figure, a rather accurate estimate for the radius of convergence is
obtained on the left, while on the right the linear scaling region has not yet been reached.
Repeating this procedure for varying values of κ, we obtain a line of singularities
which is shown in figure 3 (left), together with the phase structure obtained by Monte
Carlo simulations. The latter show a line of first order transitions, which weaken with κ to
end in a critical point, which has been computed in simulations of a flux representation [6].
We observe the radius of convergence estimate from our series to systematically overshoot
the critical coupling by an amount which diminishes towards the critical endpoint, where it
vanishes. This behaviour is due to the fact that the series has information from one phase
only. Thus the singularity detected by a series analysis is the end of the metastability
region of that phase, rather than the true critical coupling, which requires information
from both phases. The same behaviour is observed in, e.g., Potts models [26] with first-
order transitions.
A series analysis well-suited for second-order transitions is provided by Pade´ approxim-
ants. At a second-order transition, the susceptibility diverges with a critical exponent and,
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Figure 3. Radius of convergence at µ = 0 from the ratio test (left) and Pade´ approximants (right),
compared to the numerically determined phase diagram, with a first-order transition ending in a
critical point. In the first-order region, both approaches pick up the end of the metastability region,
and both are unable to distinguish crossover behaviour from a weak first-order transition.
approaching the transition, its logarithmic derivative has a simple pole with the critical
exponent as its residue,
χ ∼ 1(τ − τc) , ⇒ Dχ(τ) ≡
d
dτ
logχ ∼ − (τ − τc) . (4.5)
Such a pole in the Dlog can be faithfully reproduced by Pade´ approximants. A pole in the
full function Dχ is thus predicted whenever different approximants show converging roots
of their denominators.
While Pade´ approximants work astonishingly well for one-variable problems with a
second-order transition (as a recent example, see the strong coupling expansion of SU(2)
Yang-Mills theory [27, 28]), the two-variable situation of the SU(3) spin model with dif-
ferent types of transitions is more complicated. Figure 3 (right) shows the results of these
estimates, which are in remarkable agreement with those of the ratio test. The critical
point is accurately reproduced at the appropriate κ-value, and the approximants also ap-
pear to pick up the end of the metastability range in the first-order region. However,
both the ratio test and the Pade´ approximants indicate singularities also in the crossover
region, where the full χ is known to be analytic. (With sufficiently long series, the radius
of convergence should either become infinite or move to a complex value in this regime.)
In summary, both analyses pick up the rise of the susceptibility near the phase boundary,
but are unable to clearly distinguish between orders of the phase transition or crossover
behaviour. Unfortunately, this difficulty remains when multi-variable generalisations of
Pade´ approximants, so-called partial differential approximants (see e.g. [24]), are used in
both variables, as we have explicitly tested.
4.2 The critical point
In order to locate the critical point, we now exploit the following facts: first, Dlog Pade´s
model the singular behaviour of the full observables correctly only at a second order point;
second, at such a critical point the susceptibility χ and the specific heat C show the same
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Figure 4. Location of the poles in the Pade´ approximants to DC , Dχ at µ = 0.
diverging behaviour. In fact, for η, η¯ 6= 0 the center symmetry of the spin model is explicitly
broken, and the (τ, η)-axes are misaligned with the temperature and magnetic field scaling
axes of the effective Ising Hamiltonian governing the vicinity of the critical point. This
situation of a first-order transition terminating in a critical point is the generic one of a
liquid-gas transition. Consequently, if the critical point is approached in any direction
asymptotically not parallel to the first-order transition line, both quantities will diverge
µ = 0
Pade´ DC Pade´ Dχ τc κc (C) (χ)
[4, 4] [4, 4] 0.13365 0.01639 0.67143 0.71287
[4, 4] [5, 5] 0.13320 0.01693 0.66513 0.69381
[4, 4] [6, 6] 0.13268 0.01733 0.66053 0.66453
[5, 5] [4, 4] 0.13599 0.01061 0.62968 0.71466
[5, 5] [5, 5] 0.13546 0.01107 0.62009 0.69108
[5, 5] [6, 6] 0.13489 0.01162 0.60900 0.65699
κ = 0.005
Pade´ DC Pade´ Dχ τc µc (C) (χ)
[4, 4] [4, 4] 0.13435 1.82166 0.64497 0.72503
[4, 4] [5, 5] 0.13159 1.94362 0.59861 0.53562
[4, 4] [6, 6] 0.12183 2.23650 0.47420 0.07502
[4, 4] [6, 6] 0.13848 1.58232 0.51950 0.71739
[5, 5] [4, 4] 0.13654 1.32476 0.60727 0.72325
[5, 5] [5, 5] 0.13604 1.36700 0.59123 0.69755
[5, 5] [6, 6] 0.12622 1.83003 0.39954 0.07866
Table 4. Intersection points of the poles in the Pade´ approximants to DC , Dχ, together with the
residues at the intersection.
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with the same mixed exponent [29, 30],
χ ∼ C ∼ |τ − τc|− ,  = 1− 1
δ
= γ
βδ
. (4.6)
For the 3d-Ising universality class, we have γ = 1.24, β = 0.326, δ = 4.79 and  = 0.79.
Figure 4 shows the location of the poles of the two highest-order approximants to each
Dχ and DC . According to the arguments given above, these need to agree at a second-order
transition and only there, so we take their intersections as estimates for the location of the
critical point. Note the comparatively worse convergence of the poles in C, which causes
the largest part of the uncertainty.
We now systematise this analysis to obtain an error estimate. In table 4 we list all
intersections of diagonal Pade´ approximants for DC and Dχ as estimates for the critical
point. The last two columns give the residue associated with each observable at the in-
tersection point. Pade´ approximants necessarily produce ever more poles, the higher their
order. It is then clear that some of them are artefacts and do not have physical meaning.
To get rid of these, we demand that the residues of the intersecting observables agree within
20%. These estimates are then averaged over.
The upper part of table 4 corresponds to µ = 0 as in figures 3, 4. Averaging over
the different estimates gives our final result for the location of the critical point, which is
shown in figure 5 (left), in comparison to the simulation result from [6]. The same kind of
analysis can be repeated for finite chemical potential without further difficulties. For the
sake of comparison with the literature we now fix κ and search for the critical point in µ.
The corresponding intersections of the pole positions in DC , Dχ are collected in the lower
part of table 4. Upon inspection, one identifies the [4, 4]− [6, 6] and [5, 5]− [6, 6] crossings
as spurious, because the associated residues deviate drastically from each other and the
other values in the table. This leaves us with four estimates to be averaged, as shown
in figure 5 (right), again in comparison to the numerical result from [6]. The predictions
from the series approach have a relative error of about 10% in τc and about 20% in κc or
µc. Presumably the larger error on the latter variables is due to the flatness of the critical
line in the phase diagram, figure 3, so it takes more accuracy (and thus higher orders) to
resolve changes in those directions. Within error bars, the predicted critical points agree
with the numerically determined ones, so the estimate of the systematic error is realistic.
Finally, we compute the critical exponent from the more reliable Dχ and find  = 0.69(2)
and  = 0.67(8) for the two computed critical points, respectively. This is within ∼15% of
the true value.
5 Conclusions
We have studied the SU(3) spin model with chemical potential employing analytic series
expansion techniques. In particular, we determined the free energy density through order
τ14 in the coupling of the energy-like term and through order κ60 in the magnetisation-like
coupling. In the phase with unbroken center symmetry, where the expansion is valid, we
observe excellent convergence and the numerically known equation of state is reproduced
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Figure 5. Final estimates for the location of the critical point. Left: (τc, κc) at µ = 0. Right:
(τc, µc) at κ = 0.005. Also shown are error bands from the numerical simulations in [6].
to ∼1% up to the phase transition. The series holds for both zero and finite chemical
potential, since it is unaffected by sign problems.
We then investigated different approaches to extract information about the phase trans-
ition from the power series. Agreeing estimates for the radius of convergence were obtained
by extrapolations of the ratio test and Pade´ approximants to the series of the susceptibility
in the τ -variable. In the parameter region with a first-order transition, the detected singu-
larity corresponds to the end of the metastability region of the symmetric phase. At the
critical end point of the transition, the estimates agree with the true transition, but finite
radius of convergence estimates continue far into the crossover region, where there is no sin-
gularity for real couplings. Such methods by themselves are therefore unable to determine
the nature of a phase transition in a multi-variable system. On the other hand, exploiting
the fact that the magnetic susceptibility and the specific heat diverge in the same manner
at the critical point, an analysis of the crossings of their respective Dlog Pade´s allows to
extract estimates for the location of the critical point with a relative accuracy of 10-20%
in the critical couplings.
In comparison to numerical solutions via flux representations, the current depth series
is competitive for the equation of state, but clearly less accurate for the critical couplings.
Nevertheless, it offers an interesting perspective to finite density QCD, where such simula-
tions are not yet applicable. In particular, our results show that effective theory approaches
based on strong coupling and hopping expansions [10–13] are reliable and, with some effort
to develop efficient computational schemes for higher orders and multiple couplings, can
be systematically improved to apply to larger regions of the QCD parameter space.
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